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Abstrat

Seure routing protools for ad ho networks use group keys for authenti-

ating ontrol messages without high energy onsumption. A distributed

and robust group-key management is, thus, essential. This paper proposes

and spei�es a protool for distributing and managing group keys in ad ho

environments based on the Seure Optimized Link State Routing Protool

(SOLSR). The proposed protool manages group keys taking into onsid-

eration frequent network partitions/mergers and also redues the impat of

non-authorized users that try to illegitimately obtain the group key to use

network resoures. The analysis shows that our proposal provides high avail-

ability and presents low energy onsumption for the two most important

group events in ad ho network: joining-node events and network-partition-

merging events. Our protool redues both the number of ontrol messages

and the energy spent with ryptographi operations by up to three orders of

magnitude when ompared to ontributory group-key agreement algorithms.

The proposed protool provides an e�ient key management in a timely

manner.
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1. Introdution

Ad ho networks are omposed of self-organized wireless devies that

ooperate to ontrol the network and forward eah other messages. The

provision of seure routing to these networks faes spei� vulnerabilities due

to the absene of �xed infrastruture and the non-reliable users that want

to use the network, but do not want to spend energy forwarding messages of
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other nodes. In addition, ad ho networks are based on ollaborative routing,

whih means that a node working in a maliious way may disrupt the whole

network.

Protools were proposed to provide routing and data forwarding seu-

rity by restriting the group of nodes that an aess the network. Seure

Optimized Link State Routing protool (SOLSR) (Hafslund et al., 2004),

for instane, provides routing seurity through the use of a group key to

identify the group membership. Routing ontrol messages signed with a dif-

ferent group key are disarded. This kind of routing protool demands a key

management system that guarantees the property of forward serey, whih

means that the urrent group key annot be used by any node to generate

any future key. Thus, a node exluded from the network annot obtain a

future new group key based on its urrent group key. In ontrast to for-

ward serey, bakward serey property is not needed in routing, beause

the group key only protets the ontrol messages and a new node does not

obtain any advantages from generating old group keys based on the urrent

key. Most of the seure routing protools rely on key management systems,

but these systems are not spei�ed by these protools, being an open problem

in ad ho tehnology.

Key management is a hallenge in ad ho networks beause it is not

possible to guarantee the availability of a resoure, suh as a entral authen-

tiation server, to all nodes at any time. Indeed, ad ho networks are often

partitioned and merged due to node mobility and link outages (Cunha et al.,

2008). Besides, nodes frequently join and leave the network, whih makes

ad ho network membership highly dynami. Furthermore, ad ho networks

are usually omposed of energy-onstrained devies and seurity must take

into aount energy onsumption, avoiding frequent exeution of omplex

ryptographi operations. Hene, group keys are usually preferred for ad ho

networks beause symmetri ryptography is less energy onsuming than

asymmetri ryptography (Carman et al., 2000).

In this paper we propose and speify a protool to manage the group key

in ad ho environments that use the Seure Optimized Link State Routing

protool. The proposed protool, alled E�ient Group-key management for

Seure Routing (EGSR) (Fernandes and Duarte, 2008), uses a few messages

in the group-key distribution proess to redue energy onsumption, espe-

ially in node-joining and partition-merging events. EGSR omprises three

main proedures: group-key distribution, whih updates the group key; the

group-key gathering, whih is used by nodes to join the network, merge
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network partitions, and initialize the network; and the round-leader man-

agement, whih monitors and replaes the nodes responsible for a group-key

distribution. In EGSR, the group key is periodially replaed to exlude

non-authorized nodes whih have the urrent group key but not a private

key of an authorized node and to avoid the use of the same group key in

more than some amount of data, espeially when weak enryptions teh-

niques are in use. Our proposal is ompatible with ad ho harateristis,

suh as the absene of infrastruture, the highly dynami group membership,

and the frequent network partitions. EGSR initialization phase avoids the

use of speial serets that allows a node to initialize or join the network, but

that an disrupt the entire network if exposed. Instead, in our protool, all

nodes only need a pair of publi/private keys and a erti�ate given by the

distributed erti�ate authority to start using the network.

The performed evaluation shows that EGSR redues energy requirements

for seure ad ho networks based on group keys. Indeed, the analysis shows

that the proposed protool inreases the energy e�ieny with ryptographi

operations in up to three orders of magnitude when ompared to other pro-

posals. Our protool also presents a signi�ant derease in the ontrol over-

head that leads to high energy e�ieny in the joining-node events and in

the partition-merging events.

Aside from that, we analyzed EGSR with Petri nets to evaluate protool

harateristis. In addition, we analyzed the protool robustness to the dis-

losure of the group keys and the onverge delay of EGSR proedures. The

analysis shows that EGSR ahieves low omplexity and low ommuniation

overhead, distributing the group key in a timely manner.

The remainder of the paper is strutured as follows. In Setion 2, we

disuss related work, while in Setion 3, we desribe the system model and

explain SOLSR model and its requirements. In Setion 4, we show the details

of the proposed protool and, in Setion 5, we show the analytial results.

In Setion 6, we present the onlusions.

2. Related Work

Seure routing protools for ad ho networks require key management, be-

ause these protools are typially based on ryptographi shemes to protet

routing information. Usually, a distributed erti�ate authority (Fernandes

et al., 2010; Zhou and Haas, 1999; Luo et al., 2004; Kong et al., 2001) is
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adopted to ahieve authentiation and non-repudiation and, after that, au-

thentiated nodes establish a seret group key to seure the ommuniation.

Hene, publi key shemes are used to restrit and authentiate the group

of users that an aess the network, while seret key shemes are used to

sign messages without great energy onsumption. Standard approahes for

group key management are based on entralized proedures, whih are not

well suited for ad ho networks due to the low onnetivity and the absene

of infrastruture (Merwe et al., 2007).

A distributed ryptographi sheme to establish a group key is the on-

tributory key agreement (Amir et al., 2004; Steiner et al., 2000; Teo and

Tan, 2005; Niu, 2007), in whih all nodes ooperate to form a new group

key. Nevertheless, these protools overharge network with ontrol messages

to generate a new group key. Usually, ontributory key agreement proposals

are based on the Di�e-Hellman algorithm (Di�e and Hellman, 1976), whih

is a publi key distribution mehanism. The ontributory key agreement ex-

tends this algorithm to allow a group to share a key. Burmester-Desmedt

(BD) (Burmester and Desmedt, 1998) is a group-key agreement algorithm

based on Di�e-Hellman, whih generates the group key on rounds. The BD

algorithm lists the nodes in a ring struture, whih means that after node n,

we �nd node 1. In the �rst round, eah node selets a private seret, gen-

erates a publi value aording to this seret, and �oods the network with

this publi value. In the seond round, eah node i uses its seleted seret

and the publi value sent by nodes i + 1 and i − 1 to generate a new publi

value, whih is also �ooded in the network. Finally, in the last round, eah

node uses its seret and all the reeived values to generate the new group

key. This is done through one exponentiation using the seleted seret and

n exponentiations with small exponents, where n is the number of nodes in

the network. Hene, the group key is hosen based on the ontribution of

the whole network, whih makes this algorithm robust against the hoie of

a weak group key.

Another approah similar to BD is the Group Di�e-Hellman (GDH-

3) (Steiner et al., 1996). This proposal fouses on networks in whih some

nodes are energy-onstrained devies. Thus, assuming a network with n

nodes, n − 1 nodes exeute a few exponentiations to obtain the key, while

one node exeutes n exponentiations. In the �rst round, eah node selets a

private value. Then, node 1 sends the publi value alulated based on the

seleted private value to node 2, whih further alulates a new publi value

based on its seleted private value and on the publi value reeived from
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node 1. Node 2 sends this new publi value to node 3, whih repeat this

proedure until the interative mehanism reahes node n− 1. In the seond

round, node n − 1 uses the value reeived from node n − 2 to alulate an

exponentiation using its seleted seret value as exponent. Then, node n− 1
�oods the network with the resulting value. In the third round, eah node i

fators out the value reeived from node n− 1 with its own seret and sends

the result to node n. Node n, whih has a greater omputational power than

the other nodes, alulates and sends a speial value to eah node. Based

on its seleted seret and on the value reeived from node n, eah node an

alulate the group key.

In addition to the GDH.3 protool, Steiner et al. propose an auxiliary

mehanism, alled Auxiliary Key Agreement (AKA), to adapt GDH.3 and

some other protools to events suh as a joining node, a partition merg-

ing, et. (Steiner et al., 2000). Indeed, a protool suite inluding AKA,

alled CLIQUES, is proposed to support dynami group operations in Di�e-

Hellman-based group-key-agreement algorithms. AKA redues both message

and omputation overhead to all group operations after the initial develop-

ment of the group key. The main idea of AKA is that a ontroller node stores

all the partial values, Li, and manipulates them whenever there is a group

operation, assuming that eah node knows all the other nodes in the network.

No mehanism to elet and replae this ontroller, however, is presented in

CLIQUES, as well as no mehanism to ontrol network membership is pro-

vided. Moreover, there is no mehanism to inform new nodes or new groups

being merged to the urrent ontroller. If the ontroller node leaves the net-

work without being replaed, the mehanisms proposed in AKA annot be

used and the initial group-key agreement must be re-exeuted.

Kim et al. propose the Tree-Based Group Di�e-Hellman (TGDH) proto-

ol to redue message and proessing overheads in the ontributory group-key

agreement (Kim et al., 2000). Eah member of the network represents a leaf

node in a binary tree and has a set of keys arranged from the leaf node

up to the root node in this binary tree. As a onsequene, all nodes share

the root-node seret key, whih is the group key. To aomplish member-

ship hanges, TGDH selets a speial member, alled sponsor, to update

the keys whenever a new member joins or leaves the group. Also, this

protool balanes the binary tree in network-partition-splitting, network-

partition-merging, and node-joining/leaving events. Aording to Gangwar

and Sarje (Gangwar and Sarje, 2006), TGDH has moderate osts when the

tree is fully balaned. Hene, the events of node join, partition split, and
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partition merging are ostly, beause they an imbalane the binary tree.

The use of trees on ontributory key agreement with ellipti urve ryp-

tography (ECC) is also being adopted to redue energy osts. Kumar et

al. propose a region-based group-key agreement protool based on ECC,

whih uses the Group Ellipti Curve Di�e-Hellman protool (GECDH) and

the Tree-based Group Ellipti Curve Di�e-Hellman protool (TGECDH). In

this proposal, the group of nodes is broken into region-based subgroups, eah

one with a di�erent leader. Eah region-based subgroup has its own group

key, and the leaders ommuniate using an outer group key. Thus, if there

is a membership hange on a spei� group, only the key of that group is

updated. Meanwhile, if a leader leaves the network, then both the group

key of the leader group and the outer group key are updated (Kumar et al.,

2009). Although this proposal is based on regions, there are no omments

about how to divide the network into regions or how to elet the leaders.

Moreover, the protool assumes that data suh as the number of nodes or

the moment a member leaves the network is known, but no mehanisms to

disseminate these data are provided. Other disadvantage, aording to the

authors, is that it takes ritial time to generate a new ontributory group

key. Another proposal based on ECC is proposed by Li-Ping et al., in whih

a ontributory group-key agreement protool is developed over a irular hi-

erarhial group model (Li-Ping et al., 2008). In this proposal, referred to as

CH-ECC, the network is divided into h layers omposed of subgroups of size

c. Eah subgroup has a di�erent group key, while, based on these keys, the

whole network is able to generate a group key. The CH-ECC, however, does

not detail how to form the irular hierarhial groups in a deentralized way.

A hallenge for ontributory key agreement proposals are to establish the

order of the nodes to form the group key and, for some shemes, suh as

GDH.3 and TGDH, also to speify whih node is the `n' node or the sponsor

node. In addition, these mehanisms assume that all nodes know the routes

to eah other, whih is a strong assumption if we take into onsideration the

ase of a group key for seure routing in ad ho networks. In this situation,

nodes do not know any route, beause they are not able to exhange on-

trol messages before establishing a group key. Hene, all ontributory key

agreement ontrol messages must be �ooded in the network.

Key pre-distribution shemes address the key distribution for networks

omposed of energy-onstrained devies. In this approah, an administrator

selets a pool of keys from the key spae. Eah node reeives a random subset

from the key pool before network deployment. Any pair of nodes able to �nd
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a ommon key within their subsets an use that key to establish a seure

ommuniation. After the stabilization of seure links, nodes selet a group

key (Luo et al., 2006; Chan et al., 2003). Luo et al. propose a group-key

management system based on key pre-distribution and on the ontributory

key agreement (Luo et al., 2006). In this protool, nodes must keep a list with

all exluded nodes and pre-distributed keys of exluded nodes are disarded.

This an imply in a onnetivity problem, in ase of many exluded nodes.

Chan et al. propose the `q-omposite sheme', the `multipath reinforement

sheme', and the `random-pairwise keys sheme' to enable harateristis

like node-to-node authentiation and quorum-based revoation (Chan et al.,

2003). The main disadvantage of this kind of proposals for self-organized ad

ho networks is the premise of an administrator that must on�gure all the

nodes. Also, the dislosure of some node seret keys an ompromise the

whole network.

Cluster-based and loation-based protools aim to build a salable key

management and to redue the number of messages transmitted when a node

join or leave the network (Teo and Tan, 2005; Konstantinou, 2008; Liu et al.,

2005; Li and Sampalli, 2005; Lazos and Poovendran, 2007). Distributed, Ef-

�ient Clustering Approah (DECA) uses lusters to distribute keys in ad

ho networks (Li et al., 2006). The disadvantage of DECA and also other

luster-based proposals is their high-energy onsumption for managing lus-

ters if network membership often hanges. Another approah to distribute

group keys on multiast environments based on lusters is the Optimized

Multiast Cluster Tree with Multipoint Relays (OMCT with MPR), whose

main idea is to use information of OLSR protool to elet the loal ontrollers

of the reated lusters (Bouassida et al., 2006). OMCT with MPRs assumes

that routing ontrol messages have been exhanged before the key distri-

bution. In SOLSR, however, all routing ontrol messages must be signed.

Therefore, key distribution must be deployed before the exhange of routing

ontrol messages. Then, OMCT with MPRs is not useful to distribute a

group key in the SOLSR protool.

Our proposal for managing group key in ad ho networks, alled E�ient

Group-key management for Seure Routing (EGSR), signi�antly redues the

ontrol-message overhead when ompared with ontributory key agreement

protools or luster-based protools. Besides, our protool does not depend

on the establishment of serets before the network deployment, as ours in

the key pre-distribution shemes. Therefore, even if authorized nodes are

haked, network seurity is not ompletely ompromised. EGSR deals with
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the hallenges of frequent network aess by non-authorized nodes that il-

liitly obtained the group key and network partitions. Instead of most of

group-key agreement/distribution proposals, our protool is able to identify

all dynami group events that a�et group-key-based routing in ad ho net-

work, suh as nodes joining the network, network initialization, and network

partition merging. Additionally, EGSR spei�es how to authentiate nodes

and how to seurely distribute the group key in the dynami group events

with a small overhead, assuming the existene of a distributed erti�ate

authority. A distributed entity, suh as the distributed erti�ate authority,

is needed by most of group key management protools to speify the list of

authorized nodes and to support node authentiation. The exeptions are

the key pre-distribution shemes, whih replae this entity by an administra-

tor whih install serets in all authorized nodes before network deployment.

The main advantage of our protool is the low energy onsumption, due to

the small number of messages required for the key distribution, espeially

in joining-node and partition-merging events. In addition, EGSR group key

distribution works without the knowledge of the available routes. This is im-

portant beause seure routing protools only aept ontrol messages signed

with the group key, and then, the group-key distribution must our before

the alulation of the routes.

3. System Model

3.1. Network Model

Our protool works under the assumption of mobile nodes whih ollab-

oratively support network operation. Network partitions an our at any

time and nodes frequently join and leave the network. We de�ne as group

the set of nodes that an ommuniate through routes of one or more hops.

We assume that a distributed erti�ate authority ontrols network mem-

bership (Zhou and Haas, 1999; Luo et al., 2004), whih means that this entity

knows whih are the nodes that an aess the network. By network mem-

bership, we mean all the nodes that are authorized by a third party, suh

as a erti�ate authority, to aess the network. The erti�ate authority

reates erti�ates for eah authorized node, assoiating a publi key Pki to

an identity idi. Eah node knows its publi and private keys as well as its

erti�ate a priori. We also assume that this distributed erti�ate authority

is able to notify authorized nodes whenever there is a hange on the network

membership, through the emission of a revoked erti�ate list. The revoked
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erti�ate list ontains all erti�ates that are still valid, but annot be used

anymore.

Authorized nodes in the same group must share the same group key to

exhange routing ontrol messages. We assume that nodes run the Seure

Optimized Link State Routing Protool (SOLSR) (Hafslund et al., 2004),

whih is an extension to provide seurity for the Optimized Link State Rout-

ing protool (OLSR) (Clausen and Jaquet, 2003).

3.2. OLSR and SOLSR

OLSR is a pro-ative and link-state-based routing protool and, thus, its

routing table is onstruted based on information generated by node neigh-

bors and also on all possible destinations in the network. To mitigate the

overload e�et aused by the ontrol-message �ooding events, OLSR limits

the �ooding proedure using the multipoint relay (MPR) mehanism. In this

mehanism, every node selets its set of multipoint relay (MPR) nodes among

the one-hop neighbors. The basi rule for the MPR seletion proedure is

that eah node must reah all two-hop neighbors through its MPR set. Be-

ause seleting the best MPR set, whih means to �nd the smallest set of

one-hop neighbors that reahes all the two-hop neighbors, is a hard problem,

this seletion is done through heuristis. The RFC of OLSR (Clausen and

Jaquet, 2003) suggests an algorithm based on �rst seleting one-hop neigh-

bors that are the only one to reah a spei� two-hop neighbor. After that,

the algorithm alulates the number of two-hop neighbors that eah of the

remaining one-hop neighbors reahes, exluding the two-hop neighbors that

were already reahed by the �rst seleted MPR nodes. Then, the one-hop

neighbor that reahes more two-hop neighbors is seleted as MPR. Next, all

the two-hop neighbors that this seleted one-hop neighbor reahes are ex-

luded of the two-hop neighbor set and the algorithm is run again until the

two-hop neighbor set is empty.

The MPR nodes are responsible for forwarding routing messages in �ood-

ing events. Therefore, when a node sends a routing message whih must be

�ooded, only its MPR will forward the message, reduing ontrol message

overload. This proedure is repeated by the MPR nodes of eah MPR in a

�ooding, whih guarantees that a message will reah the whole network. It

is important notiing that the MPR nodes redue the overhead in a �ooding,

but they usually do not eliminate all the redundanies in a �ood event. An

example of a �ood event using MPR nodes is on Figure 1.
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(a) Flood without MPR: all

nodes retransmit the message.

(b) Flood with MPR: only MPR

nodes retransmit the message.

Figure 1: Example of the use of MPR nodes in a �ood event. The number of nodes

retransmitting the message and number of message opies eah node reeives are redued.

Beause eah node in OLSR monitors its links with neighbors, every time

a link failure or a new link is deteted, the node �oods the network with

the urrent link state. Hene, all the nodes in the network an update their

routing table. This way, OLSR orretly handles mobility in ad ho networks.

SOLSR seures OLSR through two mehanisms: aess ontrol and mes-

sage replay protetion (Hafslund et al., 2004; Tonnesen, 2004; Adjih et al.,

2003). SOLSR assumes that all nodes authorized to aess the network share

a group key a priori. Then, all SOLSR messages are signed with this group

key to perform the aess ontrol. As a onsequene, non-authorized nodes

annot reate or modify ontrol messages in the network. SOLSR, however,

does not speify how the group key is managed or distributed.

The message replay protetion of SOLSR prevents maliious nodes from

replaying old ontrol messages to damage routing. Thus, eah node ontrols

the di�erene between its own lok and the loks of other ommuniating

nodes. Therefore, the �rst time two nodes, A and B, need to ommuniate,

they exhange their timestamps, TAj
and TBj

, to disover the di�erene be-

tween their loks, TA,B = TAj
−TBj

. When node A sends a message to node

B, it sends the timestamp of the moment the message was sent, TS. After

node B reeives the message, it heks Condition 1, given by

TS − TBi
− S ≤ TA,B ≤ TS − TBi

+ S, (1)

where S is the maximum delay tolerane in the transmission and TBi
is the

urrent timestamp of node B. Sine node A and node B are neighbors, S is
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hosen as a small value. If this ondition does not hold, then node B lassi�es

the message as a replay and disards the message. This mehanism prevents,

for instane, maliious nodes from replaying old Hello messages from an

authorized node to forge the presene of this authorized node elsewhere in the

network. Beause authorized nodes always hek Condition 1 after reeiving

a ontrol message and non-authorized nodes whih does not have the urrent

group key annot modify the �elds inside the signed ontrol message, a replay

of old Hello messages an always be deteted by any authorized node in the

network. As a onsequene of the message replay protetion, nodes know the

di�erene between their loks and the lok of their neighbors in SOLSR,

whih means that the network has a weak synhronization.

Our protool, EGSR, aims to solve the group key distribution and man-

agement in a omplete distributed fashion. Aordingly, only nodes whih

an obtain a erti�ate out of the revoked erti�ate list are able to suess-

fully run EGSR, obtain the urrent group key, send routing messages, and

aess the seure network.

3.3. Adversary Model

We onsider as adversary any non-authorized node or any authorized ma-

liious node. Adversaries may behave in a maliious way, damaging network

by reating, modifying or disarding messages. Also, non-authorized nodes

that obtained the group key may behave properly, but onsuming network re-

soures, suh as bandwidth. For these reasons, EGSR always tries to exlude

non-authorized nodes from the network. Exluding a node means disarding

all messages going to or oming from this node and preventing this node from

reeiving a group key.

Maliious authorized nodes are hard to detet and exlude in the network

layer when using symmetri keys to sign routing ontrol messages. Hene,

routing attaks an be deteted, but a maliious authorized node annot

be aused based only on the observation of routing ontrol messages. The

exlusion of this kind of node is not on the sope of this work.

We do not make assumptions about proessing power of the adversaries.

We assume that adversaries an steal group keys and an ollude, but they

are always minority in the network. This minority is important to guarantee

that the ad ho network has a high hane of trustful paket forwarding,

independent of our protool or of the maliious node ations.
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4. The Proposed Sheme

The proposed protool uses asymmetri ryptography to distribute the

group key to all the nodes. The distribution is aomplished by three main

proedures. The �rst one, the group-key distribution, is responsible for estab-

lishing a new group key in ases of node exlusion and periodial group-key

replaement. It is worth mentioning that routing, unlike other appliations,

does not require group-key replaement when a node joins the network be-

ause on�dentiality is not a goal. The seond proedure deals with the hal-

lenges of node-joining, partition-merging, and network-initialization events.

The third proedure treats the leader failure detetion and the leader re-

plaement. In EGSR, the group-key distribution is initialized in eah round

by a round leader. If the round leader fails, it is neessary to automatially

replae the round leader to ontinue the group-key distribution.

4.1. Group-Key Distribution

The group-key distribution proedure is trigged to replae the group key

in three ases: periodially, whenever a node is exluded, or when a bad

behavior is deteted by a bad behavior detetion system (BBDS) (Marti et al.,

2000; Wang et al., 2005; Velloso et al., 2008). The group-key distribution is

periodially exeuted to exlude non-authorized nodes whih illiitly obtained

the urrent group key but do not have a private key of an authorized node.

For instane, an authorized user may reveal the group key to a non-authorized

friend in order to allow his friend to aess network resoures. The group key

distribution is also exeuted when a node is exluded to guarantee that the

exluded node does not have the urrent group key. Hene, the distributed

erti�ate authority revokes the erti�ate of the exluded node and sends the

updated revoked erti�ate list to all nodes. This event auses the revoation

of the urrent group key and the distribution of a new group key. After that,

the exluded node is neither able to obtain the new group key nor to generate

new ontrol messages. Finally, the group-key distribution an be triggered

by the BBDS, beause when the BBDS sends an alert, it means that there

is an adversary that should be exluded from the network. This adversary,

however, annot be identi�ed in the routing layer due to the use of group

keys, whih do not authentiate users. If this adversary is not authorized,

but has dislosed the group key, it will be purged after a new group-key

distribution.
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Figure 2: Group-key-distribution proedure model and an example of the group-key dis-

tribution on a generi network.

Figure 2 illustrates the group-key distribution proedure. In EGSR, nodes

are able to selet a round leader in eah group-key distribution, as we show

in Setion 4.5. The round leader initiates the group-key distribution through

the broadast of an Announement message, whih indiates the existene of

a new group key. When the neighbors of the round leader listen to the An-

nounement message, they send an Order message asking the new group key.

The round leader ends the proess by sending to eah neighbor a Response

message, whih ontains the new group key enrypted with the publi key of

its neighbor. The neighbors that are multipoint relays (MPRs) of the leader

further retransmit the Announement message, and the two-hop neighbors

of the leader selet an MPR to obtain the new group key. The leader, its

MPRs, the MPRs of MPRs of the leader et. repeat this proedure, just as in

a ontrolled �ooding, to attain all the nodes of the network and to guarantee

that all nodes will reeive the new group key.

The messages used on the group-key distribution are in Figure 3. The

`Signature with Private Key', `Certi�ate', and `New Group-key Enrypted

with Neighbor Publi Key' �elds have variable size, depending on the hash
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(a) Announement message format. (b) Order message format.

() Response message format.

Figure 3: Group-Key Distribution messages.

funtion, ryptographi algorithms, and key size. The erti�ate and the

message signature authentiate the sending node and guarantee the ontent

integrity. Besides, the key distribution for eah pair of nodes is only suessful

if both nodes prove that they have a valid erti�ate issued by the erti�ate

authority and that they are not on the revoked erti�ate list. The `Key

Sequene Number' identi�es the group key being distributed. The `Current

Round Leader', `Next Round Leader', `Group-Key Distribution Interval', and

`Distribution-Start Timestamp' �elds are important for the round-leader se-

letion proedure and the round-leader failure detetion, as we explain later.

The `Distribution-Start Timestamp' �eld generated by the round leader, ln,

whih we all Tbj
(ln), is updated hop-by-hop. Thus, based on Tbj

(ln) reeived
from node j, node i estimates the time of the beginning of the group-key dis-

tribution proedure, Tbi
(ln), on its own lok aording to

Tbi
(ln) = Tbj

(ln) − Tj,i, (2)
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where Tj,i is provided by SOLSR and indiates an estimative of the di�erene

between the lok of node j and the lok of node i. Hene, all nodes know

approximately when the urrent group-key distribution has begun and when

the next group-key distribution should start.

Due to the group key distribution proedure, even if a non-authorized

node has an old group key, it annot obtain the new one. As the new group

key is randomly hosen and is enrypted with the publi key of the destination

node, non-authorized nodes annot derive the new group key from an old

group key nor spoof the group-key distribution to obtain it.

4.1.1. Using the New Group Key

Nodes must begin to use the new group key approximately at the same

time. Therefore, a node i alulates the expeted time to start using the new

group key, Twi
(ln), given by

Twi
(ln) = Tbi

(ln) + Tn ∗ Hmax. (3)

In this equation, Tbi
(ln) is the approximate time when the group-key distribu-

tion proedure began aording to node i, given by Equation 2, Tn represents

an upper bound of the maximum delay an MPR takes to transmit the new

group key to its neighbors, and Hmax represents the number of hops between

the round leader and the farthest node, whih is obtained with data olleted

by SOLSR.

Node i starts to use the new group key after Twi
(ln), although it aepts

messages signed with the old or the new group key in the period given by

Twi
(ln) − α and Twi

(ln) + α, where α represents the delay tolerane. After

Twi
(ln) + α, messages not signed with the new group key are disarded. If a

node j does not reeive the group key before Twj
(ln)+α, it will obtain the new

key based on the proedures desribed in Setion 4.2 and Setion 4.5, whih

deal with partition-merging events and round-leader failures. Indeed, if the

node does not obtain the group key, it will onlude that the urrent leader

has failed and will hoose new leaders until the node beomes the leader

and hooses another key or the node will detet that its neighbors have a

di�erent group key and will start a partition merging proedure. Due to α

and to these proedures EGSR only needs a weak synhronization provided

by SOLSR timestamp exhange.

4.2. Gathering the Current Group Key

The group-key distribution proedure treats exluded nodes, but not join-

ing nodes. When an authorized node joins the network, it must obtain the
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urrent group key. Similarly, when two network partitions restore a om-

mon link, they must establish a ommon group key to guarantee that all the

routing ontrol messages are aepted by the nodes of both partitions. It

is important to notie that if an authorized node leaves the network or if a

network partition ours, there is no need for key replaement. These nodes

were not suspeted of maliious ations and were not exluded, so they an

own the urrent group key, beause they are not expeted to damage the

network.

Table 1: Notations used in the proedure desriptions.

Notation Meaning/Ation

?M Reeive message M

?1 M First reeption of message M

!M Send message M

X Not X

C1 ∧ C2 C1 and C2

C1 ∨ C2 C1 or C2

[C1℄|[C2℄ If ondition C1 holds, then do C2

CA Certi�ate of node A

CB Certi�ate of node B

Gk Network group key

GkPt1 Group key of partition 1

GkPt2 Group key of partition 2

PkA Publi key of node A

PkB Publi key of node B

pkA Private key of node A

pkB Private key of node B

Lrev Revoked erti�ate list

Lact Ative node list obtained with SOLSR

We propose three proedures to a node or a group of nodes obtain the

urrent group key: the joining-node proedure, the partition-merging proe-

dure and the network-initialization proedure. The joining-node proedure

allows authorized nodes whih do not hold the group key to obtain it with

any other authorized node. The partition-merging proedure joins network

partitions aused by onnetion problems (Cunha et al., 2008) or when nodes

leave the network. Therefore, these two proedures to an authorized node
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gather the urrent group key make EGSR robust to nodes that frequently

join and leave the network, delays in the group-key distribution proedure,

and link losses. The network-initialization proedure organizes the nodes and

establishes a group key when nodes are joining to reate a new network.

Table 2: Notations used to ryptographi operation desriptions in the proedures.

Notation Meaning/Ation

φ(M, Pk) Enrypt M using publi key Pk

φ−1(M, pk) Derypt M using private key pk

ϑ(M, Gk) Enrypt M using group key Gk

ϑ−1(M, Gk) Derypt M using group key Gk

ϕ(C, PkCA) Chek erti�ate C using the publi key of the erti�ate

authority PkCA

Ψ(Sig, Pk) Chek signature of the message, Sig, using the publi

key Pk

θ(Sig, Gk) Chek if signature of the message, Sig, was not generated

using the group key Gk

Ω(E, L) Chek if element E is not on list L

Any authorized node that does not have the group key an obtain it with

any other authorized node. In the end of the proess, nodes will have a

ommon group key to be used in seure routing.

4.2.1. Joining-Node Proedure

A node an join the network if it was previously authorized and has ob-

tained a valid erti�ate. Figure 4 shows the joining-node proedure when

node B joins the network and obtains the group key with node A, whih be-

longs to the group and has the urrent group key. After this proedure, node

B an exhange timestamps with its neighbors and send/reeive routing on-

trol messages, suh as the periodi Hello messages of SOLSR. Tables 1 and 2

show notations used in this paper.

The joining-node proedure uses two messages: Join and Aept. The

Join message, depited in Figure 5(a), signals to node A that node B is a

joining node. The Join message ontains the new node erti�ate and also a

signature with node B's private key, beause node B must prove to node A

that it is an authorized node. The Aept message, desribed in Figure 5(b),

informs the urrent parameters of node A's partition: the group key, whih
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Figure 4: Message exhange over time in the joining-node proedure, assuming that node

A is already on the network and node B is the joining node.

node A uses to send routing ontrol messages, the number of nodes in the

partition, used in the partition-merging proedure, and the relevant data for

the next group-key distribution.

4.3. Partition-Merging Proedure

We need to identify eah group of nodes in the network with di�erent

group keys to detet and merge network partitions. EGSR uses the signature

of the SOLSR Hello messages as partition identi�ers. A partition-merging

senario is deteted if a signature of a Hello message of a neighbor was not

generated with the urrent group key. Hene, if two neighbors have di�erent

group keys and there are more than TH seonds sine the last group-key

update and TP seonds sine one of these nodes started a partition-merging

proedure, then these nodes are in di�erent partitions and should start the

partition-merging proedure. The period of TH seonds guarantees that a

group-key update is not happening at that moment and the period of TP

seonds avoids maliious nodes from trying to exhaust the battery of a node
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(a) Join message format. (b) Aept message format.

Figure 5: Messages used in the joining-node proedure of EGSR.

with frequent false partition-merging proedures.

Figure 6 desribes the partition-merging proedure. First, the nodes that

deteted the partition exhange the messages Join, Assoiate and Con�r-

mation, depited in Figures 5(a), 7(a), and 7(b), to obtain the data about

eah other and about eah partition. Eah node exeutes only one partition

merging proedure at a time. Hene, if many nodes send the Join message

to node A, node A will send the Assoiate only for the �rst ommuniating

node, to avoid unneessary message overhead. After this message exhange,

both nodes know the group key and the number of nodes of the other par-

tition. The node in the smallest partition, whih is node B in our example,

then announes itself as immediate round leader and distributes the group

key of partition 1 through the �ood of the Partition message, desribed in

Figure 7(). In this message, node B warns its partition about the partition-

merging proedure and advertises the new group key and the group-key dis-

tribution data of partition 1. Therefore, after all nodes in partition 2 reeive

this message, they an exhange routing ontrol messages with nodes of par-

tition 1 and, also, they are able to detet failures in the leader seletion of

the next group-key distribution, as we show in Setion 4.5.

It is worth mentioning that EGSR does not authentiate every node in

a partition merging proedure, beause all nodes with the group key are

trusted. Instead of the group key distribution proedure, here there is no
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Figure 6: Message exhange over time in the partition-merging proedure.

need to authentiate all the nodes to hek if all belong to the group. Then,

as depited in Figure 6, the Partition message is signed with the group key

of partition 2 instead of private key of node B and the new group key is

enrypted with the group key of partition 2. Hene, the partition-merging

proedure has low energy onsumption.

Sine many partition-merging proedures an our at the same time,

EGSR uses a deision proess based on three rules to avoid loops. First, if a

node detets a partition, it starts the proedure sending a Join message only

if its IP is greater than the other node IP. This avoid that both nodes start

the proedure at the same time. Seond, if there are more than one partition
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(a) Assoiate message format. (b) Con�rmation message format.

() Partition message format.

Figure 7: Messages used in the partition-merging proedure of EGSR.

merging ourring at the same time, the Partition messages of the smaller

partitions are always disarded and the group key of the partition with more

nodes is adopted. Third, if partitions have the same size, the partition with

the leader with the greatest IP address will predominate and the Partition

messages of the other partitions are disarded. Therefore, after the partition-

merging proedure, all partitions are expeted to share a unique group key

of the greatest partition.

4.4. Network-Initialization Proedure

The network-initialization proedure guarantees that nodes organize them-

selves in the beginning of the network and, after a period of time, all nodes

share a unique group key in a distributed way. The worst ase senario ours

when a group of nodes joins the new network simultaneously. A node assumes

it is in the network initialization phase if, after listening the medium for a
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period TL, the node does not reeive any Hello message from an authorized

node. Thus, this node hooses a group key and starts to send Hello mes-

sages. After that, all arriving nodes must just aomplish the joining-node

proedure to reeive the group key and aess the network. Nevertheless, if

more than one node starts the network-initialization proedure at the same

time, eah node will hoose a di�erent group key. These nodes realize that

they are atually neighbors and have di�erent keys when they reeive the

Hello messages sent by the other nodes. As a onsequene, they will start

partition-merging proedures. Indeed, the nodes will arrange themselves in

small partitions with one hop neighbors and these small partitions will further

merge, as shown in Figure 8. The partition-merging proedure is repeated

until the whole network attains a unique key.

Figure 8: Network-initialization proedure when seven nodes join the network almost

simultaneously.

4.5. Round-Leader Management

The round leader randomly hooses a group key and starts the group-key

distribution proedure. Therefore, the leader plays a speial role in eah

group-key-distribution round and is a single point of failure, whih ould

disrupt the entire group-key management. Furthermore, if a maliious node

is hosen as leader, it ould hoose weak group keys to damage the network

seurity. To avoid these problems, we propose two proedures: the round-

leader seletion and the round-leader replaement.

The round-leader seletion follows a rule to avoid that olluding mali-

ious nodes are always the round leaders. Also, this proedure avoids extra

message overhead, beause the nodes reah to the same deision based only

on the already stored data of SOLSR. Indeed, SOLSR pro-atively lists all

the possible destinations in the network, whih orrespond to the list of all
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ative nodes. Although SOLSR routes an often vary, this list is onsidered

stable and an be used to selet the round leaders with a really low error

rate. This means that all nodes will probably hoose the same node as next

round leader.

A round leader selets the next round leader by reating a irular or-

dered list based on the ative-node IP address list provided by SOLSR. The

round leader selets its suessor in this list as the next round leader. As a

onsequene, a maliious node annot easily hoose another maliious node

as round leader, beause all nodes an verify if the next round leader was

orretly hosen. Moreover, if a maliious node is seleted as round leader

and it hooses a weak group key, the nodes that run a bad behavior detetion

system (BBDS) an detet this and warn the next round leader to start a

new group-key distribution.

Aording to the round-leader seletion, the round leader is hosen before

the moment of the next group-key distribution. Therefore, the round leader

might be unavailable in the next group-key distribution, ompromising the

group-key management. EGSR avoids this problem with the proposed self-

adaptive round-leader replaement proedure, whih detets a leader failure

and replaes the leader.

A node j detets that the round leader ln failed when a group-key dis-

tribution is pretended to start, but no neighbors sent the Announement

Message after the expeted time to reeive the new group key, Tkj
(ln). Based

on the hop-by-hop delay to reeive the new group key, node j estimates this

expeted time, Tkj
(ln), whih we de�ne by

Tkj
(ln) = Ts + Tn · Hln,j + δ, (4)

where δ is the delay tolerane and Hln,j is the number of hops from the round

leader ln up to node j. The variable Tn is an estimate of the maximum

delay for group-key distribution from an MPR to its neighbors and Ts is the

expeted time for the start of the group-key distribution proedure, whih is

given by

Ts = Tbj
(ln−1) + TG, (5)

where Tbj
(ln−1) is the time the last group-key distribution began, whih is

given by Equation 2, and TG is a protool parameter to establish the interval

between automati group-key replaements, whih is given by the Aept

message in the group-key distribution. The round leader is onsidered absent

if the new group key is not reeived up to Tkj
(ln).
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When a node detets that round leader ln has failed, it selets the next

round leader, ln+1, in the irular ordered list of the ative nodes. A node

j alulates a new expeted time to reeive the key, Tkj

′

(ln+1) based on the

time to the node that will be the next leader, ln+1, noties that the urrent

round leader has failed and the delay to node j reeive the key generated

by the round leader ln+1. Thus, in order to alulate the expeted time to

reeive the group key after a leader failure, we propose the expression given

by

Tkj

′

(ln+1) = Ts +
(

Tn · Hln+1,ln + δ
)

+
(

Tn · Hln+1,j · Tn + δ
)

. (6)

The time to start using the new group key, Twj
(ln+1), is realulate a-

ording to Equation 3 to the new round leader. The round-leader replae-

ment proedure is aomplished for a node when it obtains the new group

key. Then, if i leaders fail, then eah node hooses the new leader, ln+i, and

estimates the maximum delay to reeive the new group key by

Tkj

′

(ln+i) = Ts +
i

∑

j=1

Tn · Hln+j ,ln+j−1
+ Tn · Hln+i,j

+ (i + 1) · δ. (7)

Equation 3 is then used to estimate the time to start using the new group

key.

If the network experienes onnetion losses and ongestion, the group key

an get a great delay to be delivered and the round-leader failure proedure

an be wrongly evoked. In this ase, if a node obtains di�erent group keys,

but still has not start to use any of these keys, it hooses as the new group

key the one sent by the oldest round leader and updates its estimated delay

to deliver the group key, Tn.

5. Protool Analysis

5.1. Petri Net Analysis

State mahine models of EGSR proedures are developed to validate

the protool harateristis, as shown in Figure 9. These state mahines

were onverted into a single Petri net and we used the ARP tool, version

2.3 (Maziero, 1990) to evaluate if the protool ful�lls the three lassi prop-

erties: boundedness, liveness, and repetitiveness (Lamh, 2002).

The results show that the protool has the expeted properties: bound-

edness, beause protool has a �nite number of states; liveness, as there are
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Figure 9: State mahines of EGSR proedures.

no dead-loks, representing that all ations of the protool are possible; and

repetitiveness, beause it is possible to return to the initial state from any

state in the Petri net through at least one sequene of transitions. Then, the

proposed protool has neither loops nor states from whih it is not possible

to reah any other state.
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5.2. Seurity Analysis

In this setion, we disuss potential seurity issues and how our protool

handles them.

5.2.1. Group-Key Dislosure

If a non-authorized node obtains the urrent group key Gkn, it an sign

routing ontrol messages and damage the network. Nevertheless, this non-

authorized node an only use the obtained group key by a restrited period of

time, beause the group key will be hanged in the next group-key update.

The non-authorized node annot obtain the new key, beause it does not

have the private key and a valid erti�ate required by the Order message in

the group-key distribution proedure. Assuming fr is the average frequeny

of the automati group-key distribution, whih replaes the group key, then

we an estimate that the maliious node will be exluded from the network

in a period p ≤ 1/fr. Besides, if the non-authorized node does maliious

ations, a BBDS reated with any intrusion detetion system and/or any

trust system an detet the maliious ation and send an alarm before the

next automati group-key distribution. This alarm triggers a new group-key

distribution proedure, quikly exluding the non-authorized node.

5.2.2. Internal Attaks against EGSR

We assume in EGSR that a non-authorized node an steal a group key.

In these ases, the non-authorized node will partiipate in the network until

the next group key distribution. Hene, we must guarantee that this non-

authorized node annot interfere on EGSR funtions.

A maliious node that does not send or forward ontrol messages may try

to damage EGSR in four di�erent ways: not starting a group-key distribution

when it is the leader; not forwarding the key in the group-key distribution

when it is an MPR; not forwarding the Partition message in the partition-

merging proedure; and starting an EGSR proedure without �nishing it. If

a maliious node is the leader and does not start the group-key distribution,

then it will be automatially replaed by all nodes, whih will selet a new

leader in a distributed way. Hene, the attak will only ause an extra delay in

the new group-key distribution. In the ases a maliious node is an MPR node

that does not ooperate on the group-key distribution or does not forward

Partition messages, this failure will probably be �xed by the other MPR

redundant nodes and will only introdue a greater delay on the group-key

distribution/partition-merging proedure. In the absene of redundanies on
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a �ood with MPRs, EGSR also works, beause the nodes that did not reeive

the new group key will reate a small group with a di�erent group key, whih

will trigger a partition-merging proedure with some non-maliious neighbor

that obtained the group key. After the partition merging, all nodes will share

the same group key and EGSR duties are aomplished. Finally, in the ases

a maliious node starts an EGSR proedure without �nishing it, the e�et

will only be a small delay. As we showed in Figure 9, all the states of EGSR

have a timeout to return to the Common State, avoiding dead-loks. Hene,

maliious nodes an inrease EGSR ontrol overhead and delays to obtain a

group key, but they annot disrupt the protool. It is worth mentioning that

proposals based on ontributory group key agreement have no tolerane to

these kinds internal attaks, beause the mehanisms always depends on the

ollaboration of the whole network. If a maliious node does not ontribute

generating its own publi value when it is needed, the mehanism annot be

aomplished and the group key is not generated.

5.3. EGSR Reliability in Dynami Environments

Dynami environments are ommon senarios for ad ho networks and

are haraterized by frequent network partitions and/or mobile nodes. To

guarantee EGSR reliability in dynami environments, we need small onver-

gene times and also robustness to message losses and to node departures.

Mobility an ause message losses if nodes that are neighbors loose their on-

netivity while they are in an EGSR proedure. Partitions an ause nodes

to abruptly depart while an EGSR proedure is running.

The node departures aused by network partition events do not in�uene

the joining node proedure or the group key distribution of EGSR. The group

key distribution is not a�eted, beause, if a group key does not reah all the

nodes, a new leader will be automatially hosen to selet and distribute a

new key. Also, when a joining node tries to obtain the group key of a node

and this node leaves the network, then the joining node must hoose another

node to obtain the group key. Indeed, the partition events only in�uene on

the leader hoie, beause it hanges the alloated IP list. The use of SOLSR

guarantees that this list is always updated, but there is a onvergene time

to detet all the nodes that left the network in SOLSR. Hene, if a partition

is formed and, just after that, a group key distribution is started, the new

leader hoie an have a greater delay.

The partition merging proedure robustness is based on the use of timers

and on the ontrol of the number of nodes in eah partition. SOLSR guar-
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antees the onsisteny on the number of nodes in eah partition. Hene,

every time a node tries to start a new partition merging proedure, only

the group key of the greatest partition will be used in the network. Even

if there are many simultaneous partition proedures, after all the partition

merging events, all the nodes will share the group key of the greatest par-

tition. If there are partitions with the same size, other parameters an be

used to deide whih partition has the greatest priority, suh as the IP of the

urrent leader. In addition, EGSR uses timers to avoid that a node starts

many partition proedures at the same time. Hene, if a node has reently

partiipated of a partition merging, it will not start a new one for a short pe-

riod, to inrease the hanes of network stabilization before the new partition

merging proedure starts.

The mobility has no impat on EGSR if the nodes ontat time is enough

for the neighbor nodes exhanging at most four EGSR messages. If this

assumption is not hold, the network routes are not available, and some EGSR

proedure has begun, then this proedure will be restarted with another

neighbor node. Hene, EGSR timeouts guarantee the absene of deadloks.

If routes are available and updated by SOLSR, then the EGSR proedures

an ontinue using the routes to maintain the node ommuniation, even

though the nodes are not neighbors anymore. We do not onsider that the

�ood is impated by the mobility beause of the redundanies of this proess.

5.3.1. Analytial Analysis of The Convergene Delay

In this setion, we present an analytial evaluation of onvergene delay

of EGSR proedures, assuming no errors in the message transmission. The

objetive is to show that the protool works even if the senario is dynami

and the protool proedures are frequently alled.

In this analysis, we assume that the network topology is a grid for al-

ulating the number of hops among nodes and the number of MPR nodes.

For simpliity, we onsider in this analysis that the average number of MPR

nodes in a network is given by
√

N , where N is the number of nodes in the

network. Moreover, the maximum number of hops will always be smaller than√
N . For alulating the paket lateny, we assume that all EGSR messages

are smaller than 1500 bytes, to guarantee that messages are not fragmented

by the transport protool. This is an aeptable assumption if we onsider

the use of publi keys of 1024 bits, a group key of 128 bits and a message

authentiation ode with an output of 128 bits. These are ommon values

when using AES (Shaad and Housley, 2002), RSA (Rivest et al., 1983),
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HMAC (Krawzyk et al., 1997), and MD5 (Rivest, 1992), whih are known

algorithms for symmetri ryptography, asymmetri ryptography, message

authentiation, and hash funtion, respetively. Hene, in the following anal-

ysis, we assume that the messages have size M = 1500 B for onsidering the

worst ase for EGSR.

First, we analyze the delay for distributing a new group key for the whole

network. In this proedure, eah node of the network, exept for the round

leader, reeives an Announement message, whih is broadasted by an MPR

node, and then, the node exhanges two uniast messages with the MPR.

We onsidered in this analysis that all neighbors verify the signature of the

Announement message simultaneously. Hene, we an estimate the delay

for distributing the group key for the whole network, Tdd, by

Tdd = (Mp + 1) · Tu + 2 · (N − 1) · Tu + (Mp + 1) · (Tsg + 2 · Tck)+
+ (2 ·Tsg + 4 · Tck + Tek + Tdk) · (N − 1),

(8)

where Tu is the delay for a node to send a message of size M to a neighbor,

Mp is the number of MPR nodes, Tsg is the delay for signing the message

with asymmetri ryptography, Tck is the delay for heking this kind of

signature, Tek is the delay for enrypting the group key with asymmetri

ryptography, and Tdk is the delay for derypting the group key with asym-

metri ryptography. Assuming the use of IEEE 802.11G, the messages an

be sent in a rate of 54 Mbps and Tu ≈ (1500 · 8)/(54 · 106) = 0.22 ms. We

did not onsider the propagation delay, beause it is a negligible value of

approximately 1 µs (IEEE 802.11 Working Group, 2007). We also estimate

the ryptographi delays using a portable omputer and the OpenSSL benh-

mark (OpenSSL Core and Development Team, 2010), obtaining Tsg = Tdk ≈
0.02 s, and Tck = Tek ≈ 0.9 ms. Hene, if we assume, for instane, a network

with 100 nodes, then Tdd ≈ 6.6 s.
We an also estimate the delay of the partition merging mehanism, Tdp.

In this ase, nodes exhange three uniast messages, and then, the smallest

partition is �ooded. We onsider that the messages sent by the MPR nodes

during the �ood are proessed by the neighbors simultaneously, beause the

message is sent in broadast. Hene,

Tdp = (3 + MpP
) · Tu + 3 · Tsg + 5 · Tck + 2 · Tek + 2 · Tdk+

+ MpP
· (Tes + Tss + Tds + Tcs),

(9)

where MpP
is the number of MPR nodes in the smallest partition, Tes and

Tds are the delays for enrypting and derypting, respetively, the new group
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key with the urrent group key, Tss is the delay for alulating the signature

of the message using a message authentiation ode suh as HMAC, and

Tcs is the time for heking this signature. Using OpenSSL with a portable

omputer, we estimate Tes = Tds ≈ 0.04 ms, Tss = Tcs ≈ 0.01 ms. Assuming

Tu ≈ 0.22 ms and P = 50 nodes, than Tdp ≈ 0, 1 s.
Hene, even in a network with high mobility, we an guarantee that neigh-

bor nodes usually have enough ontat time to aomplish their EGSR pro-

edures. We also observed that the partition merging proedure is very fast,

beause it mainly uses symmetri ryptography, while the group key dis-

tribution is slower due to use of asymmetri ryptography. The delay in

the partition merging must be small, beause nodes an only send routing

messages between the partitions after the proedure is aomplished. The

group key distribution delay, however, does not impat the routing protool,

beause nodes ontrol the time the group key will be used after the group

key distribution began. Moreover, assuming the previous parameters, if the

network partition event frequeny is smaller than 1/6.6 = 0.15 events per se-
ond, we an also guarantee that frequent partitions will not derease EGSR

reliability.

5.4. Performane Analysis

In the previous setions, we showed the seurity robustness and the re-

liability in dynami environments of EGSR. Now, we analyze the energy

onsumption of EGSR and ompare our proposal to protools based on on-

tributory group-key agreement. We show that EGSR has the smallest energy

onsumption and that it is e�ient even on non-favorable senarios.

In order to show that our protool is suitable for energy onstrained

devies, we analyze the energeti performane with Matlab 7. We used a

simple model to evaluate our protool, in whih we estimate the number

of message transmissions and the number of messages reeptions of eah

node in the network. We onsidered a network free of errors or ollisions,

beause we wanted to evaluate the impat of the message exhange of the

protools without the interferene of a saturated network or other e�ets

that ould hide the main di�erenes in the funtionalities of the protools.

We also estimate the average number of ryptographi operations arried out.

Unless we state di�erently, our senario omprises 256 nodes, using the IEEE

802.11 standard, with an average node density of 0.0121 nodes/m2, whih

orresponds to a dense ommunity network (Campista et al., 2007). We use

these parameters to guarantee a non-favorable senario in all evaluations,
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beause both the density and the number of nodes in�uene protools based

on network �ooding events. We onsider a senario free of errors, beause

we wanted to evaluate the protools funtions without the interferene of

external parameters. We onsider that the average number of neighbors of

eah node is approximately onstant even with the mobility. We use the

default values for SOLSR message rate, whih are one Hello per two seonds

and one Topology Control (TC) per �ve seonds, as suggested in the RFC

3626 (Clausen and Jaquet, 2003). The other parameters used in this analysis

are on Table 3. Beause the frequeny of nodes leaving/joining the network

as well as the number of partition splitting/merging events depends on the

senario, we assume, in this �rst analysis, the same frequeny for all these

parameters. Consequently, the network begin with 256 nodes and ends with

the same amount of nodes, beause the number of nodes joining is the same

of the number of nodes leaving the network. Also, the energy impat of eah

proedure over the whole system is proportional to the individual energy

onsumption of eah proedure. In the seond analysis, we ompare the

energy onsumption of eah proedure.

The amount of tra� exhanged among nodes depends on the size of

eah message. We speify the size of messages in EGSR, but this data is

not spei�ed in the other mehanisms. As a onsequene, we only analyze

the number of message transmitted and the amount of energy expended with

ryptographi operations.

Table 3: Parameters of the proposed EGSR protool.

Variable Value

Number of nodes 256

Average number of neighbors per node 8

Average number of MPRs among neighbors per node 4

Total time 1 hour

Group-key distribution frequeny 10 dist/hour

Partition-splitting/merging frequeny 10 part/hour

Node-joining frequeny 10 join./hour

Node-exlusion frequeny 10 ex./hour

Average number of nodes on the revoked erti�ate list 30

The energy onsumption with ryptographi operations onsidered in this

analysis are relative to �StrongARM� miroproessor, designed for embed-
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ded low-power environments. These miroproessors are suitable for ellular

phones, PDAs and sensor nodes. Energy onsumption is on Table 4 (Car-

man et al., 2000). We hoose RSA with 1024-bit key, Advaned Enryption

Standard (AES) with 128-bit key length, and keyed-Hash Message Authen-

tiation Code (HMAC) with 128-bit key length as ryptography funtions,

beause they are well-known and largely used.

Table 4: Cryptographi onsumption for small devies based on the �StrongARM� miro-

proessor.

Algorithm Ation Cost

RSA Enrypt/Verify 0.74 mJ/1024-bit message

RSA Derypt/Sign 15 mJ/1024-bit message

AES Enrypt/Derypt 0.00217mJ/128-bit blok

HMAC Sign/Verify 0.0108 mJ/1024-bit message

DH Operation Modular Exponentiation 14.6 mJ/1024-bit message

5.4.1. Performane Impat of proposed EGSR protool

We ompared the energy onsumption with ryptographi operations of

our proposal, the EGRS protool, with SOLSR protool to evaluate our pro-

posal overhead over the routing protool. Also, we ompared the system

omposed of SOLSR and EGSR with a modi�ed version of SOLSR using

asymmetri ryptography, alled Modi�ed-SOLSR. The use of a private key

to sign all messages in seure routing protools based on asymmetri ryptog-

raphy simpli�es the identi�ation of maliious nodes. Asymmetri ryptogra-

phy, however, onsumes muh more energy than symmetri ryptography, as

we show when we ompare the modi�ed version of SOLSR, whih is based on

asymmetri ryptography, with the traditional SOLSR and SOLSR+EGSR.

By omparing the traditional SOLSR and SOLSR+EGSR, we an measure

the impat of the proposed group-key management over the whole system.

Indeed, SOLSR does not provide any group-key management, although the

seurity of the routing protool depends on it.

We onsider the worst ase performane onditions for our protool,

whih means that the analyzed node always onsumes the maximum en-

ergy per proedure. Therefore, we assume that the analyzed node is al-

ways an MPR in the group-key distribution proedure and its partition

always hanges the group key in the partition-merging proedures. Fig-
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(a) Per node energy onsumption due

to ryptography operations during one

hour aording to the network size.

(b) Per node energy onsumption due

to ryptography operations during one

hour aording to network density.

() Per node energy onsumption due

to ryptography operations during one

hour aording to key update frequeny.

Figure 10: The proposed EGSR worst ase performane analysis. Per node energy on-

sumption due to ryptographi operations during one hour.

ures 10(a), 10(b), and 10() show the energy onsumed by one node during

one hour.

Figure 10 shows the performane of SOLSR, Modi�ed SOLSR, and SOLSR

plus our proposal EGRS, denoted by SOLSR+EGRS, whih makes the se-

ure group-key management. Figure 10(a) depits the impat of the number

of nodes over EGRS and SOLSR. Network size has a greater impat over the

Modi�ed-SOLSR and SOLSR than over EGSR, beause both routing proto-

ols often use many �ooding events to maintain the link states. EGSR �ood

events are less ommon, beause they our only in a restrited area of the

network during network partition merging events. EGSR inreases SOLSR
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seurity without adding great energy onsumption. Indeed, Modi�ed-SOLSR

onsumes up to 62 times more energy than SOLSR+EGRS. Hene, the use

of EGSR inreases SOLSR seurity with a low energy onsumption, whih is

adequate for networks omposed of onstrained devies. Figure 10(b) shows

the network density impat over EGSR, SOLSR, and Modi�ed SOLSR. We

onsidered that the network is omposed of 256 nodes and that the MPRs

are alulated as if the nodes were disposed in a grid. In this on�guration,

Modi�ed-SOLSR onsumes up to 68 times more energy than SOLSR+EGSR.

Besides, EGSR only onsumes less than 21% of the energy of the system

formed by SOLSR and EGSR. Finally, in Figure 10() we observe the im-

pat of EGSR when we inrease the group-key distribution rate. The group

key distribution onsumes more energy than the partition merging and the

joining node proedures, whih means that it is the most impating proedure

of EGSR and gives an upper bound of EGSR energy onsumption. Hene, we

inrease the group key distribution rate up to one distribution per minute,

whih is a high rate that ould help in senarios where authorized nodes

send the group key to friends whih are not authorized to aess network

resoures. Even for a frequent key distribution rate of one key distribution

per minute, our proposal EGSR onsumes less than 39% of the total energy

of the omplete system omposed by SOLSR plus EGRS, proving that EGRS

has a small in�uene in the system performane.

We do not provide the analysis of the number of transmitted messages

in the omparison of SOLSR + EGSR and Modi�ed-SOLSR, beause the

number of messages exhanged by both SOLSR and Modi�ed-SOLSR are

just the same. Hene, the only interesting parameter is the number of

messages exhanged by EGSR. Hene, in the following analysis we show

the number of transmitted messages and energy onsumption with rypto-

graphi operations of eah proedure of EGSR. Indeed, in the next analysis,

we ompare our proposal, EGSR, with ontributory key agreement meh-

anisms: Group Di�e-Hellman (GDH.3) (Steiner et al., 1996), Burmester-

Desmedt (BD) (Burmester and Desmedt, 1998), and the CLIQUES using

GDH.3 (Steiner et al., 2000). In BD, all nodes spend the same amount of

energy and, in GDH.3, there is a speial node responsible for exeuting more

ryptographi operations, assuming that at least one node has more CPU

and energy power. The BD and GDH.3 protools only generate a new group

key, and onsequently, the same algorithm is exeuted for the network ini-

tialization, network partition splitting/merging, and node joining/leaving.

The CLIQUES using GDH.3 improves GDH.3 performane aording to the
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(a) Cryptographi operation energy on-

sumption to obtain a group key.

(b) Number of message transmitted to

obtain a group key.

Figure 11: Group-key distribution due to key update and node exlusion in EGSR and in

the main ontributory group-key agreement proposals.

type of the dynami group event. These three mehanisms assume there is

an auxiliary proedure to detet dynami group events, to organize nodes,

and to authentiate nodes in the group-key distribution. CLIQUES using

GDH.3 also assumes there is a mehanism to elet a ontroller node and to

maintain the data required by the ontroller node to perform dynami group

events. Our proposal not only detets all these dynami group events, but

also organizes and authentiates nodes.

In the next analysis, we ompared our proposal, EGSR, with ontrib-

utory key agreement mehanisms: Group Di�e-Hellman (GDH.3) (Steiner

et al., 1996), Burmester-Desmedt (BD) (Burmester and Desmedt, 1998), and

the CLIQUES using GDH.3 (Steiner et al., 2000). In BD, all nodes spend

the same amount of energy and, in GDH.3, there is a speial node respon-

sible for exeuting more ryptographi operations, assuming that at least

one node has more CPU and energy power. The BD and GDH.3 proto-

ols only generate a new group key, and onsequently, the same algorithm is

exeuted for the network initialization, network partition splitting/merging,

and node joining/leaving. The CLIQUES using GDH.3 improves GDH.3

performane aording to the type of the dynami group event. These three

mehanisms assume there is an auxiliary proedure to detet dynami group

events, to organize nodes, and to authentiate nodes in the group-key distri-

bution. CLIQUES using GDH.3 also assumes there is a mehanism to elet

a ontroller node and to maintain the data required by the ontroller node
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(a) Cryptographi operation energy on-

sumption to obtain a group key.

(b) Number of message transmitted to

obtain a group key.

Figure 12: Group-key distribution due to a node joining event in EGSR and in the main

ontributory group-key agreement proposals.

to perform dynami group events. Our proposal not only detets all these

dynami group events, but also organizes and authentiates nodes.

We present the sum of ryptographi operation energy onsumption of all

nodes and the number of transmitted messages during the group-key distribu-

tion. The analysis of ryptographi operation energy onsumption does not

onsider energy onsumed with the authentiation in EGSR, beause GDH.3

and CLIQUES only deal with the ryptographi operations to obtain a new

group key, but they do not speify an authentiation proedure. Therefore,

we just ompare the energy on the key distribution/agreement. Besides, BD

uses many exponentiations with small exponents, while GDH.3 uses a few

exponentiations with large exponents, whih is muh more energy onsum-

ing. Sine our energy data refers to exponentiations with large exponents,

we do not analyze the ryptographi operation energy onsumption of BD 1.

In addition, the evaluated group-key agreement mehanisms assume that all

group members an hear all messages and that nodes know the routes to

eah other in the network. Network routes, however, are not always avail-

able when distributing a group key for routing, and then, all messages of

these protools are �ooded to guarantee that the message will always ahieve

1A previous work on measurements of energy osts using BD and GDH.3 empirially

shows that BD onsumes more energy with ryptography and message transmission than

GDH.3 (Carman et al., 2000)
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(a) Cryptographi operation energy on-

sumption to obtain a group key.

(b) Number of message transmitted to

obtain a group key.

Figure 13: Group-key distribution due to a partition-merging event in EGSR and in the

main ontributory group-key agreement proposals.

the destination node.

In Figure 11(a), we show the energy onsumed with ryptographi oper-

ations to distribute a group key due to periodial replaements of the group

key and to node exlusions. Here, we onsider a network omposed of 256

nodes with approximately eight neighbors per node and the number of MPRs

is alulated as if the nodes were plaed in a grid. We denote `EGSRDIST '

as the EGSR group-key distribution proedure, whih is evoked in node ex-

lusions, key updates, and the bad behavior detetion system noti�ations.

Also, we all `CLIQUESUP ' the group-key-update mehanism in CLIQUES

using GDH.3 and `CLIQUESEXC ' the node exlusion in CLIQUES using

GDH.3. We observe that our proposal outperforms the three protools re-

gardless of the number of nodes. GDH.3 onsumes up to 3.72 times more

energy than EGSR, while both `CLIQUESEXC ' and `CLIQUESUP ' on-

sumes up to 1.8 more energy than EGSR. On the other hand, `EGSRDIST '

expends more messages than `CLIQUESEXC ' and `CLIQUESUP ', as we see

in Figure 11(b). The main reasons for that are the EGSR detetion/warning

of the need for a new group-key distribution and the messages exhanged to

guarantee an authentiated ommuniation. The ontrol messages for these

tasks are not taken into aount in the analysis for CLIQUES, BD, and

GDH.3, beause these mehanisms do not speify how to aomplish these

required tasks.

Figures 12(a) and 12(b) show the energy onsumption and the number
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(a) Cryptographi operation energy on-

sumption to obtain a group key.

(b) Number of transmitted messages to

obtain a group key.

Figure 14: Group-key distribution due to network initialization in EGSR and in the main

ontributory group-key agreement proposals.

of transmitted messages when a node joins the network for EGSR, denoted

as `EGSRJOIN ', CLIQUES using GDH.3, denoted as `CLIQUESJOIN ', and

GDH.3. We observe that EGSR is muh less energy onsuming than these

mehanisms. Indeed, even CLIQUES using GDH.3 onsumes up to 714 times

more energy with ryptographi operations to distribute a key and 43 times

more messages than EGSR. GHD.3 onsumes up to 948 times more energy

with ryptography and send about 7.34·103 times more messages than EGSR.

EGSR outperforms these protools beause the new node event in EGSR is

performed loally, while in the other mehanisms it demands message �oods.

We also ompared the energy onsumption with ryptographi operations

and the number of transmitted messages in network-partition-merging pro-

edures and in network-initialization proedures assuming that all nodes join

the network at the same time. We onsidered the worst ase of partition

merging for EGSR, whih we all `EGSRPART ' in the graphs. Thus, the net-

work is partitioned into two equal-sized groups to maximize the number of re-

transmissions of the Partition message. Aording to Figure 13(a), CLIQUES

using GDH.3 partition-merging proedure, denoted as `CLIQUESPART ',

presents the same results than GDH.3. Indeed, CLIQUES using GDH.3 as-

sumes that the partition merging should be a re-exeution of GDH.3. Both

Figures 13(a) and 13(b) show that our protool outperforms GDH.3, BD, and

CLIQUES using GDH.3. EGSR onsumption with ryptographi operations

is up to 155 times smaller than the GDH.3 and the number of transmitted
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messages is up to 811 times smaller than the number of messages in GDH.3.

In the initialization, depited in Figure 14, we observe our protool initializa-

tion proedure performane, whih we all `EGSRINIT '. We do not ompare

EGSR with CLIQUES in the initialization, beause this protool suite is

based on the assumption that the network initialization is always performed

as the original ontributory key agreement protool, whih orresponds to

GDH.3 in our analysis. Indeed, even though EGSR initialization mehanism

is done through n−1 partition merging proedures, where n is the number of

nodes, our protool outperforms GDH.3 in up to 2 times, when omparing the

energy with ryptographi operations and up to 70 times, when omparing

the number of transmitted messages.

6. Conlusions

In this paper, we presented and evaluated the E�ient Group-key man-

agement for Seure Routing protool (EGSR). Our protool restrits non-

authorized aess to the network through periodi and triggered group-key

replaement. EGSR with SOLSR makes ad ho routing more seure against

non-authorized nodes with small energy onsumption. Moreover, the pro-

posed protool synhronizes the new group-key use and is robust against

node failures and network partitions.

The analysis of our protool indiated that it orretly works and is im-

plementable. Besides, it is adequate to energy onstrained devies. The

analysis showed that EGSR onsumes less energy and transmits fewer mes-

sages than BD, GDH.3, and CLIQUES using GDH.3, whih are known pro-

tools of group-key agreement. Moreover, the joining-node proedure and

the partition-merging proedure of EGSR are energy e�ient. This is an im-

portant harateristi, beause these events are ommon in ad ho networks

and should be exeuted without large energy onsumption. Therefore, the

use of EGSR inreases routing seurity in ad ho networks without a great

impat over network performane.
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